International Viewpoint is publishing articles of analysis and information on the pandemic. These can be found under the keyword pandemics. The site ESSF has far more extensive coverage which can be found here coronavirus.

This statement of 16 April Let's build the transition to ecosocialism now! can also be found in Castilian Spanish "¡Es hora de construir la transición al ecosocialismo!", Brazilian Portuguese "Covid-19: Construamos a transição para o ecossocialismo agora!", French "Covid-19: Construisons la transition vers l’écosocialisme maintenant!" and Greek "4· "ΤΩΡΑ ΑΡΧΙΣΤΕ ΤΟ ΕΚΟΣΟЦΙΑΛΙΣΤΙΚΟ ΝΗΣΟ!".

This 8 April statement by the European organizations of the Fourth International "Covid-19 pandemic: let's protect our lives not their profits!" can also be found in Arabic, Danish, Dutch, Flemish, French, German, Greek, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish.

The 18 March statement by the Fourth International Bureau "Covid-19 pandemic: let's protect our lives not their profits!" can also be found in Arabic, Danish, Dutch, Flemish, French, German, Greek, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish.

Fourth International organizations around the world are reacting to this crisis with their own statements and theses. As we can we are making these available here.

Already published: Algeria "Let's act for self-organization and against the coronavirus and the authoritarian temptations of the regime!"; Ireland by Socialist Democracy "The pandemic is a symptom of capitalism's sickness: Workers should look to their own survival"; Mexico PRT "Political statement on the COVID-19 pandemic emergency"; Netherlands by leading members of SAP "Theses on the Left and the corona crisis"; Solidarity USA,"A Medical, Economic and Social Crisis"; Socialist Action USA, "Coronavirus threatens the lives of billions"; and Socialist Resurgence USA "Statement by Socialist Resurgence on Covid-19".

PS:
If you like this article or have found it useful, please consider donating towards the work of International Viewpoint. Simply follow this link: Donate then enter an amount of your choice. One-off donations are very welcome. But regular donations by standing order are also vital to our continuing functioning. See the last paragraph of this article for our bank account details and take out a standing order. Thanks.